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From Cocopierre with Love

Welcome to the RFD-MpZ special collaboartive issue
featuring the Eurofæries. This issue (MpZ Vol.3,Nr.3/ & BETWEEN the SHEETS of MpZ
RFD Nr.123) is like a Fæ diary from Europe where we
still remember that FrenchFries are really Belgian & most
Færies have Phoreskin. We live on a continent where we
speak French, German, Dutch, Italian, Estonian, Swedish,
Italian among many other languages. Some of us even
speak English while others speak American.
I came to the Færies (the Eurofæries) half a decade ago after escaping NYC to follow my soul in Europe.
I moved directly to Paris where my rusty native (colonial)
tongue (French) is spoken. In those 5 years I have participated in many Færie gatherings & gatherettes & have tried
to foster Fæ community through my contributions as the
Newsletter editoresss.
In this MpZ there are a broad range of reports as well as
our regular columns from Junis & Færie Anonymous. Junis
explores an under reported phenomena: Sex Addiction.
With his knowledge of herbs he makes some recommendations to deal with this issue. Færie Anonymous has returned
in full form with much PussyTalk, focusing primarily at the
recent summerʼs gathering on Terschelling which may be
the last one there for some time given the wonderful
news that the eurofæries have a new
CocoPierre
Færie sanctuary: “FolleTerre!” BeeBalm
rerports: “The EuroFæries have located & signed a preliminary for details on how YOU CAN HELP. Gifts of cash &
agreement to buy land in the Vosges Mountains in eastern France more are being accepted to make this Fæ Sanctuary get
that will become the first EuroFærie Sanctuary! “Folleterre” a off the ground. If you are in the EU or want to donate
loose translation in English is Sissyland. The EuroFæries are via money transfer directly here is the data you will
calling to our Færie kin & friends of Færie spirit worldwide for need: Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay
assistance in completing the purchase and early financing of the
land and the first improvements needed. We have also issued a France, “IBAN”= FR7 6102 7807 8610 0020 0762 0160 &
call to circle to form a consensus-in spired decision-making body “BIC”(Swift code)=CMCIFR2A. Tax deuctable donations from
to operate Folleterre. We expect our the USA can also be sent by writing a check made payable to:
Fanta
first gathering on the land to take ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Wolf Creek, OR 97497. Note
place sometime in late summer [15- please mention= “Donation FolleTerre” in the
18.Sept.2005]. Complete informa- memo-line & it will be tax deductable for you & it will be
tion, photos, movies, etc. are avail- forwarded to Les Amis de FolleTerre in France.
able online at www.folleterre.org. This Online coordinating component expands several of the
E-Mail us for any additional infor- articles from RFD issue#123. You can order your copy of the
mation at circle@folleterre.org. - RFD online as well at .
Beebalm” Let me take a moment Also in this online issue of MpZ are recent Gatherettes: Beltto ask for your HELP as we come ane2 & Persephone rituals as well as pictures from the Berlin
together as a Fæ community. Straßenfest (Street festival) Eurofærie booth are included.
Please go to www.folleterre.org Additionally, Fæ-Gay-Queer politixxx are important to many

of us & the issue of marriage as well as homophobia are
addressed by Tuffolbird & our boys from the Ukraine.
ButchBuddha continues into a political satire inspired by
the recent call for elections here in Germany. And finishing off is an interesting ButtPage interview & interchange
between Mainecoon & his Model/subject Billy. Read ʻhis”
commentary which was not included in ther RFD. You will
also find PART 2 of the Sorcery interview between Efthimious and Marion Laval-Jeantet in Paris. Natasha has sent
us his ʻteaserʼ in English ie: what his Dutch text holds for
you in the RFD#123.
As we are going out to press Hurricane Katrina has hit the
USA. Our heartfelt affection goes to all that have lost their
homes or loved ones- we understand that the New Orleans
Færie community has moved to higher ground with many
finding ʻsanctuaryʼ at Short Mountain.
Next “issue”: Cocopierre is looking to correspond
and interview Fæs in polyamorous families (usa, europe
& beyond) for our Next MpZ, contact the editoresss at:
Cocopierre @ eurofaerie.de (subject=poly fae family).
Letters to the Editor, Article submissions, Buttpage volunteers may also eMailed to the same address.
The MpZ Newsletter-magazine of the
Eurofæries is intended to come out 2 or 3 times per
year in digital PDF format. Online subscriptions are free,
Past issues are NOT available online (Past issues are only
available on CD for a fee).
•You may request being placed on a “Please let
me know” MpZ LIST by sending a “Let me Know
about the MpZ” request to MpZ @ eurofaerie.de (we will
eMail the neccessary passwords for the PDF download)
•AND for more frequent local eurofærie info
hotline you can request to Fanta @ eurofaerie.de
where he lists also some general announcements including additional land-garden-farm searches near Berlin.
Færie-”Schrebergärten” anyone?
•AND for Folleterre Eurofærie Sanctuary
updates you can contact Circle @ folleterre.org
Make sure to tell us about yourself and
where you are writing from.
Note that this division of eMail-lists helps us ʻtry” to
keep things in order. Please update us all when
•you change your eMail address (old & new)
please mention also if you change Færie name (old &
new) I hope you enjoy this issue!
Kisses & Hisses- Cocopierre (Berlin)

Ritual of the 7 Veils, terschelling NL

Færie Space, to me, holds life intensified - a magnifying glass that shows what you need if you dare to look.
It is superficial & profound. Anarchic & compassionate.
Challengingly dangerous yet ultimately safe.
Show-offingly blatent yet intimately caring.
Intensely narcissistic & warmly authentic.
Volatile, illusive, strange & chaotic.
Hedonistic, heady, evasive & fun.
Where I’ve felt achingly isolated & intimately welcome:
Where you can expand creativity, explore & explode.
Where events come together in extraordinary ways.
Færie Space is both gentle & wild.
A space for sacred play where, with permission to to be a child again, you can come to a new experience of self.-Tinkerbell
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RFD#123 Cover foto by Viking Diva of Estonia

Printed Copy of the RFD#123 (above) can be
purchased from www.rfdmag.org . Please
mention the MpZ-RFD Special Issue.
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Many Thanks to the many photographic
contributions from:
Viking Diva, Annelize, EinlendeWasser, Natasha, Efthimios, bEAt, Sunflower, SunLover,
Daniella, Cocopierre, HeidiBonnBonn, A Horse
Named Otter, Beebalm,Mainecoon, HabibiDingMeiMei, Gezel, Hobo &Waldizz and many
other Færies who have contributed to this and
the RFD print publication.

No.
Date
Place
Diam
Description
People involved - 13

High Godesian Mantra

11
22 September 2004
Hampstead Heath, London
28cm
Two feathers protruding
Tinkerbell
Anna
Julianne
Marco
Jacob
Anwar
Andrea
Debi
Mark
Wayne
Vyvyan
William
Dean
CL_UIF

Eurofæries is an [Stichting] organisation
registered in the Netherlands & France & Germany.
Our long-term goal is to secure a permanent Færie
sanctuary named “Folle Terre” on the European
continent. Any surplus raised from the gathering fees,
& from our fund-raising auction at the gatherings, will
be donated to the “Folle Terre” developement fund
through “Les Amis de FolleTerre”.
Donations may be sent via transfer to:
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay
France
IBAN- FR7610278078610002007620160
BIC(Swift code) CMCIFR2A
www.Folleterre.org / www.eurofaerie.org /
mpz@eurofaerie.de
P.O. Box 2721, 1000CS Amsterdam, The N e t h e r l
ands

Dutch stamp paintings (and the “Collectable” painted boxes he sells in the USA and Europe below) are by Fæ artist Annelize of Amsterdam
www.geocities.com/janhjwillemsen_art, Eurofærie Logo by Kulov (now in LA), Text by Tinkerbell, DigiDisk by Fæ Community in London (see
chart above)
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“Sexual Addiction & Sexual Freedom”

Herbs
by Junis
Sexual
Addiction

Some like it hot and get the hots all the time, but others
get tired and sad being “in heat” continuously... In one
of my earlier reports about medicinal herbs I presented
several tips on how to improve your sexual potency,
performance and endurance. While this may be useful
information for the less flammable amongst us, for those
who are asked so frequently, “Is that a gun in your pocket,
or are you just happy to see me?,” it is totally misplaced
advice... This spring a few faeries shared this intimate
issue with the community over the internet and named
it “sex addiction”. But what is this exactly? An almost
uncontrollable urge to perform sexually? A constant
longing to ejaculate, an ever-present lust? Whatever it
may be, for some it does seem like a severe limitation of
freedom, as they sometimes feel enslaved and controlled

Sexual
Freedom
by this force, trapped in a perpetual mind game that
misleads them and time and time again leads to the
pursuit of brief moments of pleasure.
Thereʼs nothing wrong with desire and pleasure, of
course, but when the mind game feeds the desire, and
when one experience does not match up to the last one
enjoyed, the mind already sets its course for another
sexual escape… And has anyone noted a certain sadness
connected with a casual physical exchange, or sheer,
physical beauty every time the eye spots a desirable
target? A Buddhist master explained this question
by stating that we know intuitively that physical and
material beauty is always temporary. We grieve in
advance. Apparently, it means we need to include more
in our observations, like a second and third dimension,
experiences in which we consciously and deeply are
connected in an overall manner, universally united in the
moment. Some spiritual teachings say you should not
have sex with anyone whom you are not committed to,
or at least have a vibration of “love” with. Rumor goes
that such encounters are more fulfilling, leaving hardly
any immediate desire to repeat them in a more casual
manner... !
But when is it not a mind game after all? Some herbal
healers are convinced that the body just reacts because
it gets a signal. In case of sexual addition the body feels
threatened by a constant and fundamental weakness
caused by a serious hormonal deficiency. It wants to
reproduce before it is too late. And in many cases it is
obvious that the condition will change as soon as this
deficiency is replenished. In herbal medicine, tonics are
used for these and other chronic physical conditions and
symptoms that keep occurring for longer periods of time.
Tonics are herbs and food items that feed and support
body cells, tissue and organs. They contain nutritious
matter essential for the body, such as vitamins, minerals
and specific sugars and protein-linked polysaccharides
that support a well-functioning immune system. It is better
to take these herbs without an alcohol base (tincture). In
their dried state they are commercially available in
capsules. Start with Rehmannia glutinosa for
instance, a blood tonic, for one month and combine it
with Nymphaea alba, which is calming and is also
an anaphrodisiac, retarding sexual stimulation. It can
be replaced by a phytoestrogen, herbal hormones, which

are found in hops, Humulus lupulus, also
used as a flavor enhancer in beer. Experiment with
your dose (maximum 9 standard capsules per day),
because it is also a natural tranquilizer and may
calm you down too much. Usually, 3 times daily 1
or 2 capsules. If you are sensitive to a homeopathic
approach, you may consider Bufo rana (D6).
Take the doses according to the manufacturerʼs
instructions. May all your sexual affairs be inspiring
and loving!

-Junis 2005 (The Netherlands)
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Gossssssip by FærieAnonymous

Færie Anonymous

the Sorcererʼs Apprentice
originates in the German
hinterlands; when yet
another German thang
“Abendbrot”(Eveningbread)
was announced for dinner,
most Fæs faced the unknown
with their usual bravery,
even though færie forbid
there might be wieners on
the table too! The wieners
were swallowed up …
wham-bam thank ya sam!
(a colloquial American term
I, Færie Anonymous,
have become personally fond
of)… Speaking of meat:
the Ukrainian kitchen crew
served a veggie borscht
and ʻlittle waterʼ (and as
many of Færie Anonymousʼs
brilliant
readers
will
already know thatʼs what
vodka literally means).
An overseas Færie has been overheard at this summerʼs Terschelling Island [NL]
The Dutchgurls cherished
gathering claiming that one of her Fae compatriots had finally truly become European
their Swiet Zuikerbrood
as she, her compatriot, had been overheard loudly chatting, in the girls room, to her
with one exception who was
German boyfriend, while on the can! Perhaps things may seem simple from
living on a Sugarfree
the outside, but the true European Reality is infinitely complex. Take for instance the
diet, and postponed their
British: usually thought to be quite a reserved group of aristophiliacs, they have
Foto: Beauty Færie-Spa (Wellness) Workdouble-dutch-workshop
shop Participants [An attempt has been
been very ʻWild-at-heartʼ indeed this year. Helvetica has just recently voted
day after day. When it
made to protect identities of the innocent
to join the ʻSchengenʼ Treaty allowing the previously closed borders of the yodeling
finally happened, they
AND
the
vain]
capital of Europe to be open. This was celebrated by one Swiss Færie singing the Swiss
succeeded marvelously well
National Anthem: “Wenn der Alpenfirn sich roetet, betet, treue
to convey startling facts of
Schweizer, betet…”[Ven dayr Ahl-pen-FuRin zeesh ruh-tit bay-tet troy-yuh shvDutch history such as the existence of TWO distinct lines of Dutch kings EACH named
eye-zer bay-tet…] (“ When the sun is setting on the glaciers, say oh faithful Swiss your
Willem I, Willem II, Willem III. Napoleon conquered Europe in between
prayers…”) It should be mentioned that the anthemʼs text has four (yes four!)
Willem III (the first one) and Willem I (the second one)… which brings us to the French,
official versions in German, French, Italian & Romansh, a Latin-based dialect spoken
if you can still follow me. Oh the wonderful complexities of Old Europe! France has
in some remote valleys, forming the last remains of Ceasarʼs conquests. Perhaps it was
said “Non!” to the European Constitution, but makes amendments providing the new
this intricate fact that motivated the urge to change (many) names, especially
European Sanctuary of Folleterre (“Queer Land”) . Loukee Leaps have thus
of our overseas sisters, into longer constructions of Native American dimensions; time
uttered the inimitable “Tu es content Chéri?”. (Of course we are, doll!) The
will tell if these efforts will vanish in the quickly Moving Sand Circles or if the
issue of Pedrophilia was once again broached during the Terschelling gathering.
all time record of one very hey hey Happy Færie will be broken. Meanwhile, yet
This faerie wondered what the big deal was. After all the noticeable absence of
another politically hip and forward Californian Færie diligently pursued the reading
faeries named Pedro, or of any Hispanics for that matter, rendered the discussion
of his NEW Harry Potter traduit de lʼanglais!!! (or was that Greek?!). His
highly theoretical and potentially irrelevant. The accounting for Folleterre will
Mickey Maus Sorcererʼs Apprentice cone-hat provided some helpful energy
be in superb Belgian hands from this summer onwards. La Belgique, douze
- does Disneyland Paris ring a Belle? Many Færies (& non-Færies) have no idea that
points! Belgium 12 Points! These are ritual words of a larger European version of
La Belgique. Douze(12)Points!! A Supermodel was flown in from our NoTalentShow of course, which was criticized this year for its Shameless product
Hong Kong for an undisclosed
placement featuring “Fromage de Folle Terre” which some Fæs found rather
sum to promote Frottage à
cocky. This years Færie fashions included Nudity, nudity and diapers. Regarding
FolleTerre...or...was that
Supermodels a certain “C.S.” was flown in from Hong Kong, sorely missing her
Fromage?
Supermodel colleague. The (heart) Beat Gathering had also the fortune of
having several organic (née Bio) girls this year, both from the “east” (near and
very FAR). And from the Middle East a belly-dancing prophet has flown in from
Cairo to the Netherlands. The prophetsʼ WORD was read in circle by the Buddha
in his absence, as the prophet consummated his recent marriage to a Dutch
husband. The Buddha says in his teachings: “Ich bin noch nie zuvor von einer Krabbe
gebissen worden”. He also says: “save frogs” and “eat more fruit”. One might
think of Peaches for breakfast, perhaps, and has somebody made some coffee
already?! Various breakfast Divas tried to do the job, but few lasted longer than
one morning, and all agreed one might indeed need to be Estonian to do the job and
provide a real Viking meal! … which brings us back to the beginning, the shit
that is; for the old German saying “Gut geschissen ist halb gefrühstückt”
(“Half the breakfast is a good shit”) was picked out by one Færie from a heart circleʼs
“Schwanzorakel” talisman (small dick shaped fortunes bearing good advice):
Vivat Europa!
--- Færie Anonymous (somewhere in

Pussy

SPRACHE

Europe)
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CREATING RITUAL• Persephone Ritual / Beltane Ritual
PERSEPHONE RITUAL PARIS by Efthimios

The religion of the ancient Greeks was an intense and intimate expression of
their position at the nexus of nature and human civilization. The presence of
nature in all of its splendor and savagery troubled and fascinated them and
gave birth to a rich and powerful tradition of myth and ritual with myriad local
manifestations. City dwellers today may find it hard to imagine the effect
of natureʼs incessant palindromic movements in a culture that was forced
to follow them closely, indeed to be a part of them. The Greeks themselves
lost touch with much of the mystery of their religion as they moved toward
a more organized civil society. Yet the cults of Persephone and her mother
Demeter played a deeply significant role in ancient Greece even long after the
Apollonian forces of civilization became so important—long after Apollo killed
the snake Ophis and took its power for himself.
Today a group of Færies in Paris, France once again honors Persephone. In
imitation of a deeply ancient Greek ritual, we gather every Fall and bury an
effigy of her covered and surrounded with seeds and bulbs. Then in the spring
we gather once again and unbury her. In these ceremonies we meditate on
the cyclical nature of Earthʼs seasons. The continuous progression from birth
to growth to maturity to fruition to decline to death to germination and back to
birth. We recognize that like everything around us, we and our bodies and our
spirits and our existences are fluttering in the Universe along with the rhythms
of nature. Persephone herself, the legend goes, spends part of her time in the
company of her mother Demeter, the goddess of vegetative growth, and part
of her time at the side of her husband Hades, the king of the realm of death.
Today, she helps us look beyond our elaborate technological panoply and
reach into the Earth with our bare hands. We feel its moistness, imagine what
it is like to sleep the sleep of lethe, to gather our energy throughout a long and
grounded winter, to feel the energy gather momentum and burst forward with
the arrival of Spring, to go wild with the rivers of rising sap, to experience the
fullness of Summer and the gentle wizening of Fall and to come full circle to
the peaceful absorption back into the Earth. She helps us reconnect with and
honor that part of ourselves that sways and dances to the music the Earth and
sky produce. To accept that we are not rigid unchanging entities that need to
cling to the fetishized constructs of our fearful egos that are trying to control
everything. To trust the ride. To become unified with the divine.

My EuroFærie Beltane II by SunLover

Leaving my company and my clients behind is always difficult. But I have it very clear
in my mind that I want to be there at euro beltane in France. Last year Beltane had
been my first Færie gathering. I was very nervous then and had lots of doubts if I would
feel happy with guys in dresses around me. I discovered that ʻman in dressʼ doesnʼt
necessarily mean ʻbitchʼ and actually started to appreciate the dressing up and the folly
of it. This time Iʼm taking some colourful trousers and lively shirts with me. With Junis
and Merlin I travel by car and when we arrive there is a warm welcome with cold tea
and promises for fresh tea in a little while. It is great to reconnect with the guyʼs from
the UK who had found a place in my heart last beltane. The sounds of a little river with
wonderful bird song are caressing my ears and that makes me very happy because I
hope to make some recordings for a new CD. First though it is time to find a place for
my tent. Last year I had placed my tent at quite a distance from the fire and the place
where everything was going on. After waking up I first did extensive yoga, made some
tea for me, myself and I and after two or three hours I joined the others. I enjoyed it a
lot that I could feel free to do my own thing and that there were people whenever I felt
like having company. Now I like to enjoy the guyʼs to my heartʼs content so I place my
tent not that far from the fire and the kitchen tent.
The most important thing for me happens the next day at the end of the
afternoon. That morning I plan to make a short hike after breakfast. One of the guyʼs
told me that thereʼs a waterfall close by and I like to see it. I walk as close as I can
along the river because I want to listen to where there might be a good place to make
recordings of the river with the bird song. Now and again I stop to make test recordings.
After a few hours I still havenʼt reached the waterfall Iʼm getting hungry and thirsty but
walk on. In the end I walk over the road to save time. Then I do reach the waterfall and
itʼs a very idyllic place. The way back I walk as fast as I can because Iʼm real hungry
and thirsty now. But I do enjoy the beautiful nature around me.
Later that day Iʼm having a cup of tea near the campfire and suddenly I see
this great guy at the other side of the fire, I see in his eyes that he likes me too but feel a
bit to shy to respond to it. Later that evening there will be a gathering and thereʼs a plan
to massage each other. I hope for a chance to massage him. First though itʼs time to
record a babbling brook with the wonderful birds that sing their evening song. I record
for an hour and then I rush back to the camping place for the gathering. I appear to be
in time and find myself a place in the big tent where we meet. I take care that thereʼs
a place beside me for the guy that I fancy. When he walks in he sits down opposite of
me but fortunately in a few minutes he changes his mind and sits besides me. I let my
knee touch his and we sit like that for quite some time. Thereʼs a heart circle going on.
Iʼm a bit disappointed that there will be no massage this evening but I do enjoy this
circle. Before I know it this beautiful guy and me get very cuddly. I wonder if itʼs okay
to do this in the circle but it looks as if everyone is fine with it. Someone is telling how
his heart had opened in a previous gathering and how strange and sometimes difficult
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BERLIN STRAßENFEST 2005 Euroƒærie Booth

that was in his daily life after the gathering. I
share his feelings and like to support him but
thereʼs also this cuddle. So later on when I have
the talking stick I say how his story has touched
my heart. When the heart circle ends itʼs close to
bedtime and this night Iʼm not sleeping alone.
The next morning we skip the circle
about the Beltane ritual. I feel guilty but also
want to enjoy this man to the fullest. We hike to
the waterfall instead and have a great romantic
time in wonderful nature. The rest of the week
we hike a lot often with other guyʼs and partly
just the two of us. At times itʼs a bit painful to
see how some other guyʼs long intensely to have
a love affair as I have now. Still they do appear
to enjoy being near us. Communicating with
my friend is quite a challenge. His English isnʼt
very good and it has been more then 20 years
since I spoke his language: French. Gradually I
remember my French and his English improves.
In the beltane ritual my friend does the air
part. He made a wonderful bird of river clay
and feathers. He leads everyone in a very fun
air massage. Iʼm very proud of him. The last
evening of the beltane gathering my friend
gets his Færie-name: Lucky Lips. I have to wait a
few months before I find the name that I like to
respond to. The whole gathering My friend and
I stayed in the now. We didnʼt think or thought
about how it would be later on. Just before
saying goodbye we spoke about the future, but
whatever will be we had a fairy-tale beltane.

Once again this year one week prior to Berlinʼs GayPride (called Christopher Street Day here in Germany) we set up a
ƒæriebooth (missionary work some of us call it) at the Gay&Lesbian Streetfair. The Booth was manned by ButchBuddha,
ClaraSoft, Cocopierre & by aƒæ from Athens Steve. ƒæ-fortunes were given out to the adoring crowds. Only the leather
phags seemed to fear our amusing fortunes on miniature cocks & pussies! Alles Klar!

Schwanz Orakel? Vagina Orakel?
(Cock Fortune? Pussy Fortune?)

You can hear the babbling beltane brook
at: http://hemi-medi.nl/mp3/Hemi-Medi_
Babbling_Brook_Concert.mp3
More info
about my CDs at: www.Hemi-Med.com <http:
//www.Hemi-Med.com>

-SunLover

SunLover@WimKijne.com

(August

2005)

Earlier this year a wonderful “Divine Decadence Gathering” was organized by Fanta/Nurse/ButchBuddha
here in Berlin Germany. A Marvelous ʻƒærieʼ bus-tour was given by ButchBuddha a scholar of all things ƒæ here in
Berlin. The above foto is a brief ʻfoto-Opʼ at ʻCheckpoint Charlieʼ the former crossing point from the post war American
and Soviet sectors into the former DDR (German Democratic Republic) dividing the city with an inpenetrable wall
from1961 till 1989. This special ʻurbanʼ gathering also organized a Berlin Cabaret and many ʻSchlampeʼ filled nights!
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CREATING FÆRIE NOISE

On the 17th of May Ukraine celebrated an International
Day Against Homophobia A campaign of establishing the International Day Against

DO WE WANT MARRIAGE?
By Tuffolbird (aka Walter Lear)

For practical political reasons, I support
the current campaigns to provide gay and lesbian couples
access to marriage. But this is an inadequate,
really illogical goal. I suggest that we should also initiate
societal/political consideration of the separation of the
legal and financial aspect now customary in marriage
from the religious/spiritual aspect of marriage. In my
opinion these legal and financial rights are properly a
governmental function while the religious/spiritual ritual
commitments are properly a responsibility of formal and
informal (non-governmental) religious/spiritual
organizations.
The merging of these two aspects in current
customary marriage supports the very old sexist
tradition of the husband as master and wife as
chattel. This tradition is obviously inappropriate
for gay and lesbian couples but it is also a negative
influence on heterosexual couples. It is clearly contrary
to todayʼs widely accepted respect for the human and civil
rights of all people.
The word marriage might well continue
to describe the religious/spiritual aspect of couple
relationships. Civil union might well continue to describe
the legal and financial aspect of couple relationships,
The effort to make this logical separation
of the two aspects of current customary marriage will
not succeed easily or quickly. But the effort should
be launched and our community should take
leadership in doing this.

Homophobia as an official international celebration has begun last year. As an initiator of these actions, LouisGeorge, thinks, this day is necessary to consolidate the fight against any signs of physical, psychological and
symbolic violation caused by sexual orientation and sexual identity. On the 17th of May numerous actions
in more than 35 countries took place. They were aimed at attracting social attention and interest to the
problems of discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation. Ukrainian gay lesbian organizations joined
the international campaign too. With an initiative of Nash Mir (Our World) Gay and Lesbian Center, there
was two actions in the capital of Ukraine organized that drew the attention of mass media and society. There
was a picket near a building of Economic Juridical School (a branch of International Academy of Personnel
Management) organized. It was grounded on the fact of expel of Vadim Zhilin - a student with homosexual
orientation from the School in last autumn. The participants of the picket are sure that the homophobia
ideas of the administration of the school became the reason for such actions. Thatʼs why the picket motto
was expressed by the next phrase: “The rights of gays are human rights”.The picket was supported by the
informational educational center “Woman Network”, “Gay Alliance”, “Gay Forum” and by the Kiev portal of
libertarian initiatives. The participants of the picket distributed leaflets with a clarion to stop homophobia,
racism, xenophobia and other forms of hate. Itʼs an important fact that the very first action like this took place
in Ukraine notwithstanding particular hindrances. In the end of the 16th of May Nash Mir got a letter from
the Kiev city administration and there was a recommendation to cancel the picket. Such advice was explained
by the fact that simultaneously with the picket there is supposed one more action at the same place. The Kiev
city administration refused to present any information on this action and its initiators. As it was lately found
out, the International Academy of Personnel Management, mentioned above, appeared to be the initiator of
such anti- picket. Students from the Military Cossack Institute (a branch of the same IAPM) came to protect
the economic juridical school from the picketers. The picketers didnʼt plan to cross the border of the school,
but Cossacks meant their presence there as their own duty to protect the moral priorities of the school. A head
of the Institute gave an interview to some TV channels and declared that his students managed to stop the
propaganda of homosexuality and lesbian way of life with their roots in Satanism. According to the idea of the
organizers of the action picket was meant to attract the society to the facts of violating the human rights on the
ground of homosexuality and not promote particular sexual priorities and values. All the happening was viewed
by the representatives of neo-fascistic groups who followed two picketers and attacked them. The incident was
stopped in time by the members of Nash Mir and by the representatives of one of the TV companies. The
same day, after the picket was over an air ball with symbols of tolerance and symbols of International Day
Against Homophobia was launched. This action was organized in cooperation with UN Development Program
in Ukraine, Renascence International Foundation and AIDS service organizations. A six-color rainbow flag over
the Independence Square was a symbol of liberation of homosexuals from discrimination and stereotypes,
promoted in the Ukrainian society. As it was found out, small number of Ukrainians knows the meaning of the
word “homophobia”. Thatʼs why the organizers of the actions saw their duty in attracting social attention to
that meaning and to the results of homophobia in society. State TV-channels broadcasted programs about the
problems of homophobia, in particular the interview with a representative of “Woman Network”. There was a
same action organized in Nikolaev and Odessa. These actions, as their initiators think, have reached their aims
and brought in a new tradition of annual celebrations of International Day against Homophobia.
For more information visit http://www.gay.org.ua Nash Mir (Our World) Gay & Lesbian Center
Tel./fax in Kiev: +380 44 573-54-24 E-mail: ourworld@gay.org.ua Postal address: PO Box 173, Kiev 02100,
Ukraine
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ƒæPolitik> ICH WAR EINE BANA NE by Butch Buddha
Butch Buddha Berlin, whose faerie name is
not mere coincidence, in his satire refers to the
actual political situation in Germany which is
at a crossroads between four more years under
a coalition of the Greens and the Social
Democratic Party with Gerhard Schröder
as a chancelor or a new conservative
Government that will be formed by a coalition
of the Christian Democrats and the
Liberal Democrats. The government
still in office has opposed the Iraq war and
introduced a legal partnership for
same sex couples in Germany. A possible
future conservative government will be lead by
a woman named Angela Merkel who had
travelled to Washington after the US-invasion of
Iraq to express her devotion to Mr. Bush. From a
feminist point of view it is kind of ironical that it will
be the conservative party out of all political forces
in Germany that will bring the first ever woman as
chief of government to power. In his satire Butch
Buddha describes the possible strategies of
both the Social Democrats and the Conservatives
to win peopleʼs hearts. The quintessence is that
the current government should reintroduce the
German Mark to get all the votes and that
the female candidate of the Conservatives should at
long last get a fashionable hair styling to convince
at least some of the gay men! --------------Blessed be!
BB
(read more at www.etuxx.de in German. Etuxx is a site
run by gay men in Berlin who support the queeruption
movement and want to provide an alternative to
commercialized mainstream gay media)

Liebe Faeries,
diese Kolumne wird mit zwei Tabletten Paracetamol
im Magen und einem gleichmäßigen Klingeln im
rechten Ohr geschrieben, denn nun steht sie Ihnen
bevor, eine Zeit, in der man endlich wieder mit
gutem Gewissen leere Getränkedosen wegwerfen
und Zimmerspringbrunnen mit Atomstrom
betreiben kann. Sollten Sie, liebe Staatsbürgerinnen
und Staatsbürger, jedwede Zweifel an einem
kommenden Rechtsruck hegen, kann ich Ihnen nur
empfehlen, mal das neue Design der Tagesschau
in Augenschein zu nehmen. Tun Sie dies bitte
unter folgender Fragestellung: welche versteckten
Botschaften werden übermittelt?
Die in einer früheren Kolumne bereits erwähnte
weiße Kringeleins als Symbol der ARD löst
sich nicht wie gehabt im Vorspann genau über
Ankara in Wohlgefallen auf und legt damit eine
Einführung des Euro in der Türkei nahe, nein, sie
ist unverhohlen in die äußerste rechte Ecke des
Bildschirms verschoben worden und läßt keine
Fragen offen und außerdem nichts Gutes ahnen.
Nun wissen wir seit unseren Kindheitstagen, daß
die ARD und damit auch die Tagesschau stets
zur Ausgewogenheit verpflichtet ist, weshalb die
Sprecherinnen und Sprecher mehr oder weniger
freiwillig dazu übergegangen sind, die Nachrichten
aus aller Welt im Stehen vorzutragen. Falls Ihnen
das noch gar nicht aufgefallen sein sollte, gehören
Sie offenbar nicht zu jenen Fernsehkonsumenten,
die seit Jahrzehnten darauf warten, einen Blick
auf die Region unterhalb des Bauchnabels ihres
Lieblingssprechers werfen zu können. Das spricht
in hohem Maße für Sie.
Dabei wäre Mark Bator doch ein schönes
Studienobjekt dafür, wo er doch so viel Fett und
dann auch noch die Brille abgenommen hat.
Doch zurück zur Ausgewogenheit. Der Grund für

das Stehen der Sprecherinnen und Sprecher ist weder die
Ergonomie noch ein Wetteifern mit den Privatsendern,
in deren Nachrichtensendungen das Personal schon seit
geraumer Zeit dumm herumsteht.
Nein, der Grund ist ganz profan. Hamburg, die Stadt, in
der die Tagesschau nach wie vor produziert wird, liegt
bekanntlich an der Elbe. Das erfahrene ARD-Personal geht
davon aus, daß die SPD vor der Bundestagswahl unter
Mobilisierung des letzten Laubenpiepergartenschlauches
und durch Sprengung sämtlicher Talsperren im Sauerland
eine gewaltige Flutwelle herbeiführen wird, die Hamburg
in besonderem Maße heimsucht, weil es sich Ole van
Beust an den Hals geworfen hat. Da ist es nur ratsam,
gleich stehen zu bleiben, damit man beim Verlesen
der Nachrichten noch aus dem Wasser herausragt und
buchstäblich über den Dingen steht. Hanseatischer
Pragmatismus eben.
Gerhard Schröder wird dann in knallroten Gummibooten
und geschmückten Gondeln mit seinem Stab die
Bevölkerung aufsuchen und ihnen mit einem Megaphon
versprechen, daß alles besser wird, wenn man ihm
nur wieder das Vertrauen schenkt, das ihm der böse
Bundestag doch wahrhaftig schamlos vorenthalten hat.
Wenn alle Stricke reißen und sich die Fensterläden vor
ihm verschließen, wird er versprechen, die D-Mark wieder
einzuführen, und schon schnellen die Umfragewerte auf
CSU-ähnliche 60 %.
Dann ist Angela Merkel im Zugzwang. Sie wird sich daran
erinnern, daß die CDU die letzte Wahl knapp verloren
hat, weil sie zu männlich, zu westdeutsch, zu wenig
großstädtisch und zu katholisch war. Dann wird sie in die
Offensive gehen und verkünden: „Wenn ich Kanzlerine
werden sollte, werde ich mich dafür einsetzen, daß das von
der EU geplante Oben-Ohne-Verbot für Bauarbeiter gekippt
wird!“ Damit trifft sie den Zeitgeist des allgemeinen EUHasses, und auch eine beachtliche zahl von weiblichen
Wählerstimmen wird sie sicher haben. Und der eine oder
andere schwule Mann, der ebenfalls nicht auf den Anblick
entblößter Männeroberkörper an Baustellen verzichten
möchte, wird für sie votieren.
Fehlen nur noch die Ostdeutschen. Wie in Teufels Namen
bekommt man die auf Merkels Seite?
Ich war im Mai auf der Insel Rügen und sah mit eigenen
Augen, was uns Dr. Kohl einst vollmundig versprochen
hatte: blühende Landschaften. Riesige Felder mit Raps
erstreckten sich bis zum Horizont, auch Holunderbüsche
und wilde Möhren blühten; da und dort leuchtete
verführerisch ein sozialistisches Rot des Klatschmohns,
eingesprengt preußisch blaue Kornblumen und unschuldig

weiße Kamille. Knabenkraut und Glockenblume, Wegerich
und Löwenzahn, alles stand in herrlicher Blüte und
gereichte zu einer atemberaubenden, erquickenden,
frühlingshaften Fülle.
Nur leider sah ich keinen einzigen Ostdeutschen, der
seine blühende Landschaft hätte genießen können.
Statt dessen fuhren Münchener BMWʼs mit gedrosselter
Geschwindigkeit die Feldwege entlang, und aus den
geöffneten Fenstern hörte man es sagen: „ Da sixt es!
Alles fei bunt erblüht, sakra!“
Frau Merkel ist also gut beraten, wenn sie verspricht,
vor allem die jungen Ostdeutschen aus unwirtlichen
westdeutschen Ausbildungsbetrieben zurück in die
blühende Heimat zu holen. Dann werden ihr die Stimmen
nur so zufliegen, und sei die Elbflut der Sozis noch so
hoch.
Etuxx empfiehlt exklusiv: liebe Frau Merkel, versprechen
Sie doch einfach, sich nach Ihrer Amtseinführung eine
Frisur zuzulegen. Sie werden sehen, das verschafft Ihnen
den Sieg!
(siehe hierzu die Internetseite www.etuxx.de unter „Horst
Wagenfeld Kolumne“)
Es grüßt Sie herzlich Ihr ButchBuddha Berlin
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Les Amis de FolleTerre
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La Maison à “ FolleTerre ”
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Sorcery & Politics Religion & Government : 2 Perspectives
Efthimios interviews Marion Laval-Jeantet

(Part 1 from RFD No.123)

T

his past May, Paris saw the passage of
Starhawk on her way to grassroots political action in Scotland. She was welcomed by
quite a large group who came to listen to her speech in an artistsʼ squat near the center
of town. Her talk was followed by a magic ritual spiral dance. Not having read any of
her writings and having heard her name frequently in Færie space, I was curious about
her and eager to fill the gap in my Færie knowledge.
My friend Marion
Laval-Jeantet was also in the audience. Marion is an artist, but also a practicing
ethnopsychiatrist and medium. She has participated in initiations in magical
practices in Africa and also has experience in Corsican and Druidic magical traditions.
Furthermore, she teaches art symbolism and ritual at the Sorbonne. As an ethnopsychiatrist
she treats patients who are in trouble because they are involved in tribal magic or suffer from
other spiritual problems (mysticodelirium, etc.). I thought it would be interesting to ask her
opinions on some of my thoughts on Starhawkʼs talk, so I sent her these questions and then
recorded her response. The translation of that recording is below.
>> EFTHIMIOS : Starhawk defined magic as the purposeful will to change
conscience through ritual symbolism. As an example of this, she talked about the very
powerful and dark magic that the Bush administration is exercising over the people of the
USA. She said that rational opposition to this magic is not effective because much of the
rhetoric of the White House is actually rationally contradictory yet still accepted. So the way
to counter this dark magic is with magic itself in the form of rituals that raise and change the
consciousness of those involved as well as of those witnessing. Several questions arise from
these (admittedly loosely paraphrased) statements.
First, I am interested in your opinion on the definition of magic. What
do you think of it? I find it hard to separate this use of symbolism from propaganda (political
propaganda in this case) and the manipulation of peopleʼs fears and insecurities to lead
them to act irrationally. How does this definition of magic fit with notions of magic that
involve the spirit world? Is the manipulation and/or interaction with spirits just a colorful
way of describing the interactions and influences people have over other peopleʼs ideas and
feelings? Or do we really have the ability to interact with conscious or sentient entities or
forces not immediately visible in our everyday rational existence?
Second, what do you think of the use of magic as a tool of change,
in other words using it as a source of power. I wonder if countering Bushʼs magic with other
magic does not involve us in the same dark game of manipulation. How exactly can one find
more powerful magic to counter the magic that uses fear and insecurity to fuel its power? Is
magic that is meant to empower individual freedom, inclusiveness, love, empathy, etc. ever
powerful enough to counter magic that empowers hierarchical subjugation, exclusiveness,
hatred, fear of the Other, etc.? Is there not a danger that positive magical practices will
always turn to the dark side? (Is there really a difference
between negative and positive magic practices—is this polarity just an artificial construct?). Is using magic to wield power always dark?
Third, what about rationality? Starhawkʼs lack of faith in rationality as a tool against Bushʼs magic may be correct. But is it not the problem in the USA that there is simply
a very weak culture of rationality to begin with? Here in France, rationality has a very strong presence in education and is historically very important to the French identity and way of thinking.
Could it not be argued that the rational contradictions of the Bush administration would not be possible in a country where logic that rests on a bedrock of humanitarian values is the common way
of thinking? Should magic be kept out of the political and social realm? Could it be said that countries like France could use more magic in their politics?
>> MARION : The Bush government is using sorcery in an unorthodox way. By this I mean that Bush is using a symbology and a discourse that are linked to
religion. It is undeniable that magic, since you have asked about its definition, is linked to religion. Magic is a religious concept. Yet for many people religion is a notion that stems from faith.
For people involved with magic, however, religion is not a question of faith. It is a practice. Magic is the possibility of making the invisible world intervene in the visible world. Beyond that you have
various definitions of what it is. For my part, all of my own experiences with magic have been linked to the approaches to death, to magic traditions that I inherited from my family, or to African
magic traditions.
Sorcery has always been the use of codes that are recognizable by invisible entities in order for them to act on our plane of existence. We are already practicing magic when we
communicate with our dead since we are able to perceive their presence. If you ask the dead to do something for you, you are as much in magic as you are in religion. If we are to believe what
sorcerers have said since the dawn of time, the two worlds are quite separated and opaque to each other. This world down here is a place in which there is an enormous amount of things that are
constantly evolving which the invisible world does not perceive. For example, mystics throughout the ages have realized that the dead have no perception of intention. So in communicating with
the dead the use of the verb is necessary. According to the laws of magic, there exist certain classic codes with which the dead are familiar from their own lives (this familiarity is necessary). These
recognizable codes enable them to intervene. This is the simple principle upon which prayer is based. It is a standardized formula that is recognized on the other side permitting the dead and those
behind them to understand intention.
I am not quite sure Starhawk is involved in magic as defined here. Magical practice necessitates the knowledge of these codes that are meant for the invisible world, and yet at no
moment did she mention them in her talk. She did, however, address the question of the ideology that can perhaps be found behind these codes.
If you look at what has happened in history, you can see that magic seems to have been very effective. Up until the 17th and 18th centuries magic was a very powerful presence. Early
on, Christianity and magic had fused and created Christian esoterism. It was so powerful that starting in the 14th century, the church itself began to fight sorcery. People belonging to systems that
were alternative to the feudal system and the church were dealing with the other side, and they were very difficult to control. Magic was also very much the domain of women since their energies
were neither directly harnessed in wars nor to a large extent by the structure of the church (the renouncing environment of the monasteries being an exception). If a woman wanted to have power,
she had the option of sorcery. But ever since sorcery was regarded as a problem, it acquired the image of a minority power that was crushed by the majority power of war-making and religious power
structures. So the resurgence of magic has been linked to the resurgence of a marginalized feminine power (among others) over the territory of a centrally established dominant masculine power
base.
So my impression is that movements such as that of Starhawk and others have been established within that context. It seems that, at a certain point, there was an ideological fusion
in America of political and religious powers. The history of ecclesiastical power in Europe is much older. It grew out of and helped in the formation of the political power structure. But the church
eventually became so powerful that it was forced to relinquish its power during the revolutions that attacked the centralized power bases that ruled Europe. This ripening and discarding of excessive
church power has not had time to occur in Americaʼs shorter history. The structure of American Christianity has grafted itself onto the emerging political power progressively and fairly recently. This
has resulted in politicians such as Bush using the notion of God. He claims that God guides his policy and his habit of demonizing of Islam etc.
Naturally when you look at history, you remark that against religion and against politics you have the power of sorcery, which itself was at one time crushed by these two. From there
it is easy to envision this crushed power as a source of liberty. For me, this reflex is a bit too easy, yet I can see its value too. After all, it was the actions of American feminists that led to Pope
John Paulʼs apology for all the women victims of witch burning throughout the Catholic churchʼs history. These feminists were reacting against the dominant masculine powers of church and war
(state). Starhawk can be seen as part of this feminist movement. A feminist representing the alternative power of sorcery. We can see her as just one more of the historical and contemporary
anti-establishment, anti-consumerist, alternative movements that act as an irritant to the dominant order and that have attracted and continue to attract people who identify themselves against the
established power structure. People who revel in a culture that positions itself as the irrational, sensorial, experimental, artistic, and imagination based alternative to the over-rational and controlled
and controlling dominant culture.
The problem with this, however, is that I donʼt think there is a real understanding of the magical process. You see, the magical process is actually extremely rational. We ethnopsychiatrists
are not concerned with the questions of is it real or not, is it faith-based or not, is it a fable or not. Our concern is whether this particular tribe when it creates this particular potion that is comprised, for
example, of some dirt from the market ground, a bit of perfume, a piece of wax and a hair from the neighbor, is using a formula to cast a spell on that neighbor. What are the codes and connotations
behind this formula? We think of these codes and try and figure out the effect they are meant to have. These codes are a symbolic language that is meant to be understood by an invisible entity.
So the codes must be ones that are understood throughout time.
These codes have proven themselves in many dimensions. An interesting example is found in a little known article by Werner Spies in which he talks about Joseph Beuysʼ discovery of
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a six-volume book on European sorcery. He used all the codes in this book in his art and the results which included felt, wax, fat etc., were very effective because he used codes that are understood
as elemental aspects of human life. He used magic also as an alternative to mainstream culture. He was reacting to the horror of what dominant German culture had become during the war and
he too, well before American feminists, was using magic in its role of alternative to the main culture. Likewise, we see Foucault writing in the 70s that we must fight against the ideological neuroses
of the world by looking for the historically crushed (and thus very valuable) knowledge. I might add that it is also no accident that someone like Foucault, who was gay, also followed the lead of
looking for alternative and marginalized knowledge bases that gave power to gay liberation as they did to feminism.
I wonder if there is a true understanding of these principles of sorcery in what people like Starhawk do? She didnʼt seem to talk about it in her presentation. I found her story of creating
a garden in response to the use of genetically modified plants interesting. Although she talked about the political aspect of it, she didnʼt even mention if it was a magic garden! It was just a garden
she made with her friends. Yet sorcery has a fundamental relationship with herbalist traditions. The interesting thing about this herbalist knowledge is that it is mainly furnished by the other side
and is not something originating in human research. You find this in all cultures. This is how in India they came up with the soma, which is a mixture of plants they take allowing them to approach
death. Once there, they communicate with the invisibles (divinities, entities, the dead you donʼt really know for sure) who tell them “Oh if you want to take care of that thing you need to use that
plant over there.” The same thing occurs among the Pygmies, the Druids, in the Celtic world, the shamans the world over including South America and native Indians. Again, itʼs the basis of sorcery:
a discourse with the beyond.
So I think there is a confounding of the notion of the alternative, which in itself is important since it is true that it is an alternative, with the notion of a traditional body of knowledge.
It is quite possible that alternative feminists who identify with sorcery partake in this knowledge of traditional magic, but it is sometimes hard to tell if they do not explicitly mention it. I admit that
I have not read everything Starhawk has written, but from what I have and from her talk, I am not quite convinced she is partaking in traditional sorcery as I define it.
It isnʼt a simple matter of saying that sorcery is part of the alternative in our society. The system of sorcery is actually also implicated in the dominant religious system. This is something
that, as an ethnopsychiatrist, I have confronted repeatedly and in several cultures. I have dealt with Corsican, Druid, and African magic traditions and there is always the same problem. When it is a
question of going to the other side in order to retrieve information on this world, because on the other side they apparently have a different perspective, you may encounter different kinds of entities.
You might encounter beings who donʼt mess with you. They are luminous beings who in a Christian context could be called angels and who sometimes will help you without asking for anything. But
the interchange is not at all fluent. It is inconsistent. If you want fluency and consistency however, if you want a specific response to a specific question guaranteed, you need to make alliances with
entities from the other side that require payment. This is how it happens in all esoteric systems. Of course if you pay you get value, you get your answers. And with this type of interaction you enter
into the logic of religion because all these magic practices have a religious logic that predated monotheistic religions (actually all religions are monotheistic at their basis—there has always been one
god in all religions but that god always is multifaceted and this multiplicity is interpreted in different ways). And the problem here is what you are paying with is your soul. Either you keep your
freedom and find divinity that is available or you cannot join divinity because you are bound to the entities with whom you have forged alliances and who keep you close to them and block you from
going above them. This is what you encounter in the world of magic.
So we are confronted with a worrisome situation. Why does Bush and his government and why do politicians in general use the notion of religion? Because God is supposed to be the
only one who truly has no claims on our freedom and so God is the ultimate power. God is the best thing for us and therefore we should not want magic since magic is the contrary to God. Of course
this is a simplified way of seeing these things, but it is the Christian way: Satan is the obvious entity behind the magic that blocks the road to God.
I wish that Starhawk had talked about all this. She did not talk about the notion of good and evil, which has played a fundamental role in the history of sorcery. The reason witches
were burned and sorcery persecuted, was because it was considered evil. It was seen as a tool to poison or control your neighbor. It wasnʼt seen as good because it had been decided that God was
the one who owned power and God had decided to give it to the King, to warriors, to the priests, and not to others. So now we have a system of New Age sorcery that believes that power has also
been given to sorcerers. Perhaps its true, but is it? How powerful are sorcerers in reality?
Say you are using a magic code. For example there is a good luck charm from Benin that is well known. You take a bit of earth from the market because it is a meeting place for the
entire community, a bit of perfume because perfume is a substance that is meant to attract and seduce and bring good luck, a bit of honey so that people are nice to you, and several other such
ingredients. You keep this charm on your person and you sprinkle it on yourself whenever you will meet someone whose favor you desire. Nobody will ever say that you are using these types of
code to communicate with God. God does not have any need for such a potion. All you need to do is ask God and, if God wants, God will grant you a favor or not. God is above magic potions. So
this potion is not for God but for the spirits that exist in the ground of the marketplace and the spirits that exist around you. These entities are really close to this plane and are much lower than God.
So we wonder if they have power and if we can use their power. This is a great preoccupation of magic.
But in the New Age model of sorcery that sees our society as screwed because it isnʼt alternative enough (I cannot argue with that) or that the system of centralized divine and political
power is a catastrophe (that is certainly true) we see sorcerers and ritual doers acting as if magic were the calling upon a divinity that will in a generous and simple and perfect way fix things. That is
an Anglo-Saxon American version of sorcery. In crossing the Atlantic the Anglo-Saxon culture left behind the reality of magic and carried with it only certain notions. (This wasnʼt the case in the time
of Salem but certainly afterwards). So now there is a lack of understanding in the United States of what magic is. Of its dangers, Its implications, and its limitations. When you take an American to
Africa and warn him of the dangers of the magic practices, he feels overly confident about facing them and ends up going mad because, simply put, in these places and situations you are confronted
with entities that will not hesitate to devour you if you are not stronger than them. It is a procedure of battle not a conduit of benign divinity.
So in the case of Bush we see that he is really off. He says “God is on my side” and anybody who practices politics while saying that, is polluting everything. Because this is a falsity.
Nobody who is in a position of power can be with God because all religions on Earth will tell you that God is a renouncing. God is with the Quakers, God is with the Sadou [Saddhu], God is with those
that say “ Now I understand: I do not need power,” God is with the Pygmies who function without a leader. When you link God with power, you create a perversion and a falsity and to oppose it will
appear something that is equally perverse and false. This something is the notion of counter power that will not say it is against God, but will say that it is sorcery (but which sorcery?). And at the
same time this sorcery is also a conflict. On the one hand you have the men allied with God, religion, and the power of war culture, and on the other hand you have women with their potions. In
my view, this positioning does not escape the rationale of war. I fear it is a mistake.
So what Iʼm describing here is a perversion of the system. I myself, however, have a fundamental belief that Foucault was essentially right when he said in the 70s that our society has
a singular vision and we will perish because of this singularity. He talked about psychoanalysis, science, religion, politics, of all these as a system that is on a singular track. To be on this singular
path, a lot of things had to be eliminated and in eliminating them the system, like everything singular, became dangerous.
I agree with this. Today I see that we are offered the prospect of a generalized globalization that is alarming. It is alarming because someone like Bush has such power in a world where
he incarnates too much money and power just himself. Anybody in his position would be dangerous. His position is already the incarnation of an error. We should not have anything else than
councils of the wise. Having one person that is capable of pressing the button amounts to heresy. It is very dangerous. This goes for all the countries of the world. It is something unacceptable. We
havenʼt found a better solution because we are as yet still archaic in our evolution.
Our evolution is stunted because we are missing things. As Foucault says, we have impoverished ourselves by choosing a singular path that has suppressed an enormous amount of
knowledge. Take for example the apocryphal evangelical texts. We now know that in Christianity the accepted texts represent only about ten percent of what had been written. From church council
to church council and with each established dogma more and more things were removed. So any surviving apocryphal texts have only survived because there were some people who put their lives
on the line to hold on to them and safeguard them secretly. So what you have today is only the ten percent most consensual aspects and since they are the most consensual, they are undoubtedly
the worst of the lot. Because I tend to agree with Foucault that the wealth of all that has been left behind has its value. You see all magic, mystic, and other such experiences will teach you one basic
thing: that you are incredibly small in a world that is an incredibly complex world and that everything exists for a reason. If everything exists for a reason, then we should not suppress and bully
things out of existence. We should show a desire to understand all these unknown systems that present themselves to us.
Actually this is a thought that we can consider as alternative and related to sorcery because among all the knowledge that has been suppressed and eliminated you will find witchcraft
knowledge. And this magical knowledge may offer us something of interest. Take the example of people who are suffering from a spiritual malady here in France and who cannot find a solution to
their problem because their church cannot help them. There are no other places they can go to except places far away where shamanism still is used. There the tribe will take care of them after they
have consumed the necessary plants and will help them find contact with the invisible that is specific to them. This is only possible because this shamanic knowledge was not as thoroughly destroyed
as it has been in our society.
So conserving magical knowledge is keeping possibilities open to things we do not know. I donʼt consider it as an alternative in itself, but as a necessary condition to help us find
alternatives. We shouldnʼt eliminate anything if we want to find solutions. If our starting point lacks half of the knowledge that has been discarded, we will never come to the correct conclusion.
Furthermore there is not only one solution, but multiple solutions as well. But things have indeed become urgent and out of hand and in this urgency we can go ahead and accept the idea that
sorcery is the alternative. But I think this remedial solution does injustice to the true value of sorcery. Sorcery provides us with tools that, if we were to better understand them, we would be able to
better analyze the possibilities available to us.
But I think that things are coming around. As people have psychologically broken down in the Occidental systems, and psychoanalysis has been incapable of healing them, we have
created trans-cultural psychoanalysis or ethnopsychiatry that allows us to rediscover all kinds of things that had disappeared from our culture and which can help us with the healing of these people.
Similarly, now that we are having ecological problems, we will have to start looking for solutions in the suppressed knowledge base before we are destroyed.
So affirming a power is always specious. In general, if Starhawk were really what she claims to be, she would not be interested in power. Yet she seems interested in power because
she represents herself as a leader. So you see, there is a lack of logical coherence here that is the exact same lack when Bush allies himself with God. She sees that it works for Bush, so she does
the same thing.
End of Part1 of this interview.
End of PART 1
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Sorcery & Politics - Religion & Government
Paintings by Annelize of Amsterdam

PART 2

Here in France we have a certain problem that stems from the fact that we have
been through terrible upheavals that have forced us to question everything. France
is the country of constant questioning and reexamination. Anybody who puts forth
an idea will meet ten people who question the validity of that idea. So no idea can be
imposed in France except a pluralism of ideas. The result is that there cannot be an
ethical ideological manipulation because it is immediately criticized. The down side
is that it is unmanageable as a system. So as far as magic, are we better off with the
French attitude that says “letʼs analyze, letʼs try and understand, and maybe weʼll do
something with it” or is it better to have the American “hey, it works, letʼs do it: we
donʼt need to understand it too much.” The former leads to inaction and the latter
leads to action that might be rash and abusive. There seems to be no medium ground
between the two. Itʼs complicated because they are two modes of thought that are
opposed.
As for rationality, I have a problem seeing rationality as opposed to sorcery. In my
domain of study of ethnopsychiatry there is no irrationality. All systems of magic
codes are very rational, they can be explained. There is a reason we are using the
market place dirt in our potion: because everyone in the village has walked upon it
and they are all linked in a molecular way to this dirt. It is very logic and rational. The
symbols are all logic. The one thing that may seem irrational is the hypothesis that
that has an active power. But this is only irrational to those who have not understood
that there is a permeability between down here and the beyond.
Take for example the person who makes this particular potion. His mother who died
a year before knew this potion well because she herself used to make it. After her
death she has not strayed too far because she wanted to stay close to him as he has
not married. She sees that he is currently with a girl whom she does note like and
she will do whatever she can to prevent the relationship. The mother knows that he is
planning to influence the girl with his potion because she recognizes it. So the mother
will act. How the dead act to influence the living, however, is a mystery. That is yet
another thing. But the system of sorcery is very rational and explainable.
The only difficulty is that when you are a rationalist in the Western sense in a University
setting such as the one Iʼm in, you need as an ethnopsychiatrist to be able to accept the
logic in the thought process of the patient you are treating, to understand his or her
rationale and to intervene on the basis of this rationale. Because irrationality is really
the refusal to understand. It would seem irrational if you didnʼt make the connection
between the potion and its effect, if you didnʼt make an effort to understand the
mechanism. But if you were told that it works because the ancestors recognize it
because they are here and they see, you may say thatʼs irrational, and yet that is the
only thing that would logically explain the fact that it does work. Itʼs not irrational
because it is the only logical explanation. Yet the people who claim this is irrational
do not offer an alternative rational explanation.

religion is explained, when it becomes rational it becomes an instrument of power.
Why is Bush so powerful? Because he has understood the system behind religion
and he manipulates it and distorts it to his liking. If someone says that magic is the
irrational and therefore it is anti Bush, it is a poor argument. The system of religious
fanaticism is irrational and it could be equally pro- or anti-Bush. In my mind Starhawk
and Bush base themselves on the same logic, and it is a symptom of a greater collusion
For example, when I visited the Pygmies and took iboga I began talking in a Pygmie between the two irrational poles of global and alternative powers. Bush creates a link
language. There is a recording of this. So how do we explain this? People who claim between power and spirituality, this link is irrational but it is accepted by him and by
to be rational told me that the explanation is that this language must be already inside the people; she creates a link between power and spirituality, it is irrational, but it is
us on a cellular level. Yet this so called rational explanation has no basis in molecular accepted by her and those who follow her. So we are caught between two personalities
biology—there is no linguistic system inscribed in our cellular structure. Also from the that do not make sense and this is probably due to an urgency: the urgency of power
multitude of languages, why should I have spoken this particular one when I was with that does not allow for proper reflection.
the Pygmies? Was it in the air? I suppose you could come up with several far-fetched
explanations if you want to avoid the most reasonable one. Let me add that when I Yet this is the nature of politics. I would be the same if I had to spend my days trying
was under the influence of iboga I saw in front of me an old Pygmy who was talking to convince people of my political ideas. But do you really need to convince people?
to me and all I did was repeat what he was telling me, I was the only one to see him If you truly want to think things through, you would simply tell people “think for
and I didnʼt understand what he was telling me, I simply repeated what he said. This yourselves after you have learned all that you can learn—you can never gather enough
is very rational once you accept that there is a system that is normally imperceptible knowledge.” We are never rational enough in the sense that we never have enough
to us and that is in a parallel existence to ours. Furthermore in mathematics and in knowledge to base our judgments. And you can seek knowledge everywhere, from
physics it is very acceptable to talk about multiple dimensions beyond our perceptible your neighbor as well as from books. It is all valid knowledge and we never have
three or four. If this is rational in those sciences, why not here? Well you may prove enough of it. The task is enormous, complicated, all encompassing, and unending but
the existence of these dimensions in those sciences, but you cannot really in the plane it never stops being rational.
of our experience because we are hermetically sealed within it. And this is probably
a result of our limited intellect.
Unfortunately, this is not political, however. Polarity as a notion is a political
argument—good/bad, black/white—that is basically false yet very much part of our
So saying something is irrational is not good in my mind. It is much better to look for world and our existence. From my mystical experiences I have been exposed to the
the rationality even when we resist it. Because we are constructed with rationality. vast multiplicity and complexity of what occurs outside of our plane of existence. But
We are always looking for cause and effect in things. From the moment we come onto on our plane it is probably this polarity that forms the limitations and the insularity
the Earth we are constantly asking why this or that occurred. This cup broke because of our reality. This is reflected in all the creation myths that weʼve inherited. It is a
it fell. We have a need to know cause and effect, thatʼs how we are constructed. The basic polarity that is probably even reflected in what physicists have discovered in the
moment people give that up and say “itʼs irrational” we have crazy and fanatic people polarity of matter and anti-matter.
on our hands.
But it is also this polarity that is dangerous because it leads people to make judgments
Religion, on the other hand, is the irrational that should not be explained. When that are rash and dangerous. It serves as a reductive shorthand of the complexity of
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2 Perspectives / Marion Laval-Jeantet interviewed by Efthimios (PART2)
But if I were to look at these cases individually, I would see that the first is a harmless
person who probably has some contact with an invisible, whereas the second is a
dangerous psychopath. I would help the first gain some independence from the entity
and the second I would refer for treatment. So the system of polarities would not
distinguish between the two and in that system you end up with thousands of human
beings who are misguided. And of course this leads to fanatical and dangerous acts
as well.
As for the position of rationality in France. There is a wonderful radio show here in
France (in which I participated recently) in which themes that are considered irrational
and mystical are treated with the outmost seriousness and rationality. I donʼt think this
approach really exists in America. I have read tons of things from America that treat
mystical subjects, but they never treat them with rigorous rationality. It is true that
rationality is very important to us and that we have indeed the habit of rationalizing
religion, magic, and the psyche here in France. But we also know one thing: that we
do not have all the tools necessary to do it correctly. So in our rationalizations we
always encounter opposition from within our own culture. Every new idea in France
meets opposition. This is why Tobie Nathan, the founder of ethnopsychiatry in France,
has given up the discipline because he was always forced to defend it at the University
against constant opposition. This is the way it is here. Ethnopsychiatry is actually just
making its first appearances in the US.
Starhawk was invited to France by the Belgian Isabelle Stengers. Stengers is a
great mind who tries to apply rationality to everything. She comes from the field of
epistemology, the philosophy of science. As a scientist she is intensely rational, yet she
has written books on witchcraft, the devil, and hypnotism, subjects that are generally
considered as irrational, but that she treated rationally. Stenger and Starhawk are
both published in French by Les Empêcheurs de Penser en Rond who also publish
works on ethnopsychiatry. But I think it was the idea of a political alternative that
led Stenger to invite Starhawk. At this moment in time, there is the idea among
ethnopsychiatrists that you can apply ethnopsychiatry on a larger scale to populations.
In other words, to use knowledge of local sorcery to diffuse and avert gross political
and social disasters such as the massacres and genocides that we have witnessed
between tribes and ethnicities in Africa. So in general ethnopsychiatry can retrieve
important magical knowledge to use for political harmonization. And I think it is
because of this that Starhawkʼs political angle appealed to them.
I really believe Starhawk was invited because of the political opportunity she
represents. Yet we should really be careful and examine this idea of the political
opportunity. I think it is simplistic to say that there once was a feminine witchcraft
power that opposed itself to the dominant power that, in todayʼs terms, has become
the world that sweeps under the carpet everything that doesnʼt fit into it. Take for the power of the Bush administration and that bringing back this power as is will work.
example two cases that might be presented to me professionally. I may have a patient I would neither vote for Bush nor Starhawk, but I would vote for a college of thinkers
that says he is the reincarnation of a priestess. I may have another patient who says that are really capable of thinking issues through and whose decisions I could trust.
he is the reincarnation of a murdering priest of Kali. If I were to believe in a given And as you know, this is not the case in France right now. We have this pretty stupid
notion of religion, I would refer them both to the psychiatric ward. If I were to believe right-wing government who cannot make any progress.
in alternative sorcery as the answer, I would simply say they are mediums who are
communicating with their entities and they both have their place in our future society.

Drawing by Loukie Leaps/Paris
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A summary of ‹the
story of
Natasha›
THE ORIGINAL FULL DUTCH TEXT MAY
BE READ IN «RFD» ISSUE No.123/ the
MpZ Issue. Natasha sent the MpZ the
following text to tell us what his Dutch
text covers.
Before you›ll reading my life-story, I give
you a short summary of my life:
First I want you let you know where
I came from. So you will see that I›m
Dutch faerie. I live in the Netherlands.
But my ancestors came from another
countries. This gives me a ‹global› feeling.
In the next chapters I tell you about
my visited schools. There I got (like
everyone of us) my education. I studied
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hard and got my necessary diploms.
Later I even decided to study for catholic
priest! That was one of the worst parts
of my life.
Follow me to the next chapters. Now it›s
gonna be very interesting. First I tell you
about leaving my parents home (I really
needed some privacy), my coming-out,
my friends and ..... my sexual life.
Sex is for me very important. Just start
to read all the details about my sexual
life and enjoy!
Besides my sexual life there is another
life. I›m also spiritual. I want to learn
more about it.
Interested to read my whole story. Don›t
be afraid and start reading.
Hugs,
Natasha.
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Maincoon> What do you think of
the article? (mentioning Billy—in a
prior issue of the Eurofæries
newsletter Die Mariposa
Zeitung)
Billy > I think itʼs odd.
Maincoon> Odd, in what sense?
Billy > Different.
Maincoon> Okay, alright. You did read
it right?
Billy > I scanned it.
Maincoon> So, what do you think of this
notion of “post gay,” as in “over
it?”Shifting identities?
Billy > As in the word ʻgayʼ?
Maincoon> Yeah, or ʻstraightʼ, or ʻbi-ʻ, or
ʻheteroʼ, or ʻhomoʼ—any of those things.
Billy > Itʼs just disappeared, it doesnʼt
exist anymore?
Maincoon> Yeah, theyʼre shifting, yeah.
Billy > Is that what youʼre shooting for?
Maincoon> No. No, Iʼm not trying to get
a set of answers out of you that
I already have in mind.
Iʼm
trying to get your opinions.
Billy > I think that the world is slowly
changing. Canʼt necessarily say for better
or worse. Everybodyʼs opinion is
different. It might be different from yours.
But, as far as Iʼm concerned, I donʼt
have a problem with pussy.
Maincoon> Ha ha—since about what age?
Billy > Since about seven.
Maincoon> Damn.What did the little seven
year Billy do—at seven?
Billy > I was just interested at seven—I didnʼt
actually lose my virginity until I was sixteen.
I held off for a little while. It was rough, but
I did it.
Maincoon> Neighbour girl?
Billy > Yeah.
Maincoon> Howʼd I know that?
Outdoors?
Billy > Basically [yes]. It was fun.
Maincoon> I hope you used a blanket. You
might get sand…
Billy > Well, I guess everybody can come to
that but, as far as Iʼm concerned, it ainʼt
nobodyʼs business.
Maincoon> Look, this is an
interview. In an interview you
kinda gotta answer questions. I
donʼt need to know her name or anything that
might actually identify her but we need to get
the gist of whatʼs going on. She was older.
Billy > Older than me. I was sixteen,
she was twenty-one. She had a five
year old daughter.
Maincoon> So, she was starting about the
same time as you.
Billy > Yeah, she was experienced. She gave
me a lot of experience. For my first time.
Maincoon> Okay. See her again?
Billy > Years down the road I seen her
again. Sheʼs still really good lookinʼ but
something about her wasnʼt very attractive
anymore. Probably the fact that she looked
strung out.
Maincoon> Yeah. Yeah, thatʼs
pretty sad. Thatʼll age a person a lot.
Yeah. Mike (my most recent ex-) has some of
those problems too.
Billy > Whoʼs Mike?
Maincoon> Mike. You met him. You came
over with the motorbike. Black leather jacket.
Billy > I donʼt remember.
Maincoon> Hmmn, you sure? Cause yʼall
stood in my front yard and you talked about
the bike alot.

Buttpage Interview
Mainecoon Photographs
& Interviews Billy
on Færies
& GAYsex

The following is a brief extract from the email correspondences between Mainecoon
and Editoress CocoPierre at the MpZ in preparing for this publication:
As to a title: Too many sociology courses have me leaning toward some wordy title
having to do with «shifting sexual identity self-indicators».
You hit it on the head when you said that he is not at all self-reflective. And I hit it on
the head when I say that Billy deludes himself.
Still I like the idea of a title that reveals the way some of these boiz delude themselves about sexual ‹labels›. Sometimes it is a coping mechanism and sometimes it is
a case of cognitive dissonance. It is, to me, trippy how Billy plays it all off as if I am
somehow predatory and he is somehow ‹mercenary› (believe me hon.he definently
gets off on the attention, the potential of media exposure and, of course, the sex
release). Billy acts/postures about these sexual things between being ‹just for the
money› versus how I see these things as largely artistic.
The truth is somewhere in the middle. I love how he uses cognitive dissonance to see
himself as doing ‹gay play for pay› as a survival thing when, in reality, he and his
girlfriend (at the time) were camping out in the undeveloped part of the land I lived
on and I certainly did not ‹prevail› upon him sexually at that juncture--and he was
definently down on his luck at that particular time. And then , of course, there are
the other guys he has sex with...
It would, of course, be simpler if it were an article geared toward a more urban audience--or, if he (Billy) were a bona fide Hustler--but he is not. There is only one of my
boiz (young J.)who really undertakes actual Hustling and even I tire of taking pix of
him sucking me off. He (and his wife) realy get off on those pix. And ‹oldMichael› is
essentially the same. No angle for money for posing/acting but a definent turn-on in
the idea of filming or making digi-pix.
One time _HE (old M.) produced a movie camera and had me set it up so as to
emphasize him going down on me and then me pounding that ass. This was on his
camera--not mine (alas, I have no copy!)--and it was something that he had to hide
from his wife. However, and this is a passive-aggressive or pathological thing with
him in that he hid the tape, (one of those that is the size of a cassette tape, more or
less) inside the tower on his computer. Within 2 weeks his wife found the tape--she
must›ve been adding a memory chip or something-- and he had a lot of explaining to
do. Naturally, since I›d set the thing up, my face did›na appear at all...Good thing for
I don›t fancy myself as a correspondent in a divorce.
Maybe there is a naughtiness or “dirty boy” element to some of this. I know with ME
there sure is. Especially since the sodomy laws have been swept away
L., for instance (dirty boy) got so wound up in the notion of being photod sucking me
off that he would hardly function unless I had a camera out. Once, in particular, in
the pre-digi years, he insisted on a camera present and I pulled one out that had no
film in it. On top of that, I «shot» something like 80 pix without even the pretense of
«changing rolls.» See what I mean about cognitive dissonance? For me, it was more
like ‹acting› in that I pretended not to need to change rolls--but, for him, what was
it? And, I might add, he did not ask to see «the pix» later...
Regarding credit--I prefer «Mainecoon» as a faerie name. Please note the spelling as
it is with an ‹e›. The last set had it spelled w/o the ‹e›. [ I have to apologize twice as
I was unable to catch this upon the RFD No.123 deadline– Coco ]
Oh yeah, pix with me are cool--.
b/t/w/ feel free to excerpt some of this e mail ‹text› if it is illustrtive and helpful/
complementary to your curating/editing process!
tootles, Mainecoon

Billy > Oh, alright. Well, I remember
somebody but I donʼt remember specifically.
Maincoon> I thought he came over and hung
out with you. Did he not come over and hang
out with you? Hmmn. Thatʼs what he told
me. That bastard. Ha ha ha ha. He was
trying to pull my chain.[Billy starts to play
guitar] Yeah, you can play that.
[guitar sloftly strums…] So, how much
cultural identity do you think is real
and how much of it is manufactured?
Billy > Cultural identity?
Maincoon> You know, like
subcultures like ravers, and punks and
skater punks and street rats.
Billy > How much of it is you
think what?
Maincoon> Is manufactured. I mean, is it
a product? Is it something somebody has
designed to sell baggy pants…
Billy > No, itʼs a fad that sells products. It
begins products and, uh, it goes from a fad
into a style. Which different types of
people get into and therefore that helps with
Babylon—basically. It helps the world go
ʻround—moneywise.
Maincoon> Yeah. Babylon. Good choice
of words.[guitar strums faster] So,
ʻSouthparkʼ?
Billy > What do I think of ʻSouthparkʼ?
Maincoon> Letʼs say you had to pick between
ʻSouthparkʼ and the ʻSimpsonsʼ—which is the
better portrayal of modern America?
Billy > The ʻSimpsonsʼ.
Maincoon> Really. Even though theyʼre
yellow and have only three fingers.
Billy > Well, I mean look at ʻSouthparkʼ—itʼs
a bunch of little kiddie bullshit.
Maincoon> Yeah but, for instance, the way
they portray ʻgothsʼ on Southpark.
“Iʼm so sad, Iʼm so sad. I donʼt want to be
anything but sad. I wanna dress in black Iʼm
a real nonconformist.” They all ʻnonʼ
conform together. Itʼs like the more
they try to be non-conformist…
Billy > Who?
Maincoon> The ʻgothʼ people
portrayed in ʻSouthparkʼ. The
more they try to be ʻnonconformistsʼ the more
they act the same. Itʼs like, as long as you
subscribe to wearing the same hair, the same
black lipstick, the same sad-assed songs…
Billy > I think some of ʻSouthparkʼ is funny
but most of it is kinda retarded. I think
itʼs a sick personʼs idea of fun and
games.
Maincoon> How about Terrence and Phillip?
[a carton series within ʻSouthparkʼ] Did
you see the movie. The ʻSouthparkʼ movie?
“Bigger, Longer, Uncut”?
Billy > No. Iʼm not into it. If I were really
into it I probably wouldʼve seen it.
Maincoon> Okay. Perceptions of Europe.
What do you think of Europe?
Billy > I donʼt know.
Maincoon> I mean, do you think of Mentos
commercial?
Billy > When I think of Europe I think of
a different country.
Maincoon> So, what do you think life is like
there?
Billy > Different a little bit, maybe. Iʼm not
really quite sure because I donʼt really
know anything about Europe.
Maincoon> Nothing at all. You donʼt
think of topless women…you donʼt
think of shops that sell…
Billy > In my own mind, I think of
topless women all day. So, if Iʼm supposed to
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think of topless women in Europe I would say
that I probably wish I were in Europe.
Maincoon> Ha ha. Well we all were born
naked. Thereʼs a town in the Netherlands
where there are nude beaches. Well, first
off the beaches in the Netherlands are not
so nice anyway. Not like in the Bahamas.
You know, choppy North Atlantic water.
Sixty degree Fahrenheit in May—not
Ninety degrees in February. Anyhow, there
are towns where you can go
topless, bottomless whatever .
People even go into the town itself naked,
to do their shopping, or expect to be served,
sitting buck-assed naked at a
restaurant. It startles folks. The Dutch
are not so much into the nudity
as are the tourists. Just another
case of tolerance of the Dutch and how (the)
tourists overdo it.
Maincoon> Have you ever heard of the
radical Færies? Itʼs kind of a hippy
thing. Started in America. Shedding many
of the layers of conformity. Running
about naked if you want to.
Feeling free to talk to people about whatever
and to experiment. Not such rigid lines of
communication.
Billy > Basically what the “Rainbow
Gathering” is.
Maincoon> Yeah, exactly. Iʼm glad you
brought that up. So, what are your
impressions of the ʻRainbow Gathering?ʼ
Billy > I think that the ʻRainbow Gatheringsʼ
are awesome. I think that ʻRainbow
gatherings are probably—it was a real
learning experience and I would do
it again.
Maincoon> So, how did you support
yourself during this time? Selling jewelry,
something like that.
Billy > No, itʼs not like that. By
bartering. Itʼs not a government system—
itʼs an every manʼs on his own,
basically. Youʼve got somebody, a real
good friend that just helps you out a lot. But,
basically, youʼve still got to do something.
Thereʼs quite a bit that I disagree with as far
as Rainbow Gatherings go and the people the
reason that I believe that is the people claim
to be like independent, away
from Babylon but yet they have Babylonian
vehicles running on Babylonian gas. They
“spange”—which is where they hang out at
convenience stores, begging for spare
change, from all different kinds of people,
to get gas for their Babylonian vehicles—so,
basically, itʼs just a big line of
bullshit—but itʼs kind of fun.
Maincoon> So, youʼd have more respect for
them if they had a mule and their mule ate
grass…
Billy > A real hippy is somewhere out
on a piece of land, builds his own house and
grows a garden and everything and is selfsufficient.
Maincoon> So, these people are
ʻwannabesʼ? or…
Billy > Yes, basically—just drugs.
Maincoon> So, theyʼre just there, in your
opinion, for the drugs? So, just out of
curiosity, what did you barter?
Maincoon> What was your ʻseed money?
When you went there you mustʼve had
something to get this whole process rolling.
Billy > No, I donʼt think so.
Maincoon> You mustʼve had something?
Billy > Well, I went with my Aunt. I went
carpooling. There mustʼve been twenty of us

“I’ve never been fucked
in the ass”
that started out from Fayetteville.
Maincoon> Where did you go?
Billy > To Montana. The trip sucked. I
couldnʼt get along with my Aunt worth a shit.
Maincoon> Was this your Aunt that died a
couple of years ago?
Billy > Yeah, Leona. I actually got along
with her but I didnʼt at the time. The car
ride—it really sucked.
Maincoon> Car rides are not the best
experiences. You donʼt really know someone
until you travel with them. Or, live with them.
So, you had some jewelry and you bartered
it for pipes and the pipes you bartered for
other things?
Billy > It wasnʼt that specific—it all just
blended together. I probably traded
a few clothes, a blanket for a couple of hits
of acid—I tripped for two days and
it was quite nice. As far as walking around
the mountains I had athleteʼs foot really
bad—and that sucked. It was difficult to walk
but I managed. We had a great big fire pit.
Probably about fifty to seventy-five people
around the fire pit playing bongos. Basically
like the biggest camping party youʼd ever
go to.
Maincoon> And the sex?
Billy > The sex?
Maincoon> Iʼm asking you?
Billy > The sex there. Well, there was this
one girl there, named Willow, that I had sex
with but she was interested in another guy.
I didnʼt have sex until I got to
Boulder, Colorado—where I went directly
afterwards.
Maincoon> With a sheep or what?
Ha ha.
Billy > No, it was with a goat.
Maincoon> A what.
Billy > A goat. Ha ha.
Maincoon> Yeah, I would stay away from
sheep—ʻcause sheep lie.
Billy > There was a couple of different
women up there in Boulder. Cassandra is
the one that stands out. I was in Boulder for
about a year and she was the one that I met
in my very first half hour there.
Billy > And that was quite fun and I believe
that was what made me stay there so long.
I donʼt think that if I hadnʼt tripped on acid
my first half hour there that I wouldʼve
have been there for almost a year. But,
after I was tripping, I kind of got involved
with everything that was going on there.
It let me into different directions,
different opportunities and that was
just something I wanted to do. It was quite

fun and Iʼd like to go back but I canʼt because
I owe the cops there $160- for
actually riding my bicycle on Pearl Street.
Itʼs a mall. Youʼre not supposed to have
any wheeled vehicles or pets or anything
there. And I got caught twice ʻcause Iʼm a
dumbass.[guitar solo intensifies]
Maincoon> Gay sex? And the reason
I ask about this is because this is for a
magazine that is for an all gay readership.
Not only is it a gay magazine but it is
a magazine of radical Færies. Do
you know the radical Færies?
Billy > I have no idea.
Maincoon> Okay, this is one of those
hippy things that, like every
fucking thing in the sixties,
started in California. People in California are
always tripping and always thinking that
they have just discovered “love” and
“peace.”
Billy > Iʼve heard of “the
Færies.”
Maincoon> Okay, tell me what you
know about the Færies—because this is the
same thing.
Billy > Basically, all I know is that
a certain group, a certain camp, at the
Rainbow gathering is called the
Færies. And thatʼs all the gay
people.
Maincoon> All the gay people?
Billy > Yeah, pretty much. I donʼt
think thereʼs any straight
people in the Færies.
Maincoon> So, what encounters have you
had with them?
Billy > Well, one guy wanted to
suck my dick and I told him ʻNo.ʼ
Maincoon> Okay.
Billy > And thatʼs basically it.
Maincoon> He just walked up to you and he
asked you this?
Billy > No, I was helping him carry
some shit back to his rig and I didnʼt
know that he was gay. He didnʼt seem
like he was gay.
Maincoon> Well, he might not have been
gay. You donʼt have to be gay to
have gay sex.
Billy > And he said that he was gay
and that he wanted to suck my dick.
Maincoon> Oh, okay. Yeah.
Billy > And I told him, no, I told him that
Iʼm not into that.
Maincoon> So, where there Lesbians in
this Færie business or was this just men?
Billy > I only saw that one person.

Maincoon> Just that one guy?
Billy > Yeah and he said that he was at the
Færie camp—he was trying to get me to ride
with them—to go travel around. I felt really
uncomfortable if I wouldʼve done that.
Maincoon> Yeah, most people like to be
kissed first. Right, itʼs a little much to ask for
sex up front like that.
Billy > That would make me more
uncomfortable.
Maincoon> So, on matters of gay sex, I
mean what are your attitudes?
Billy > My attitudes?
Maincoon> Yeah, your attitudes.
Billy > As in what?
Maincoon> Thatʼs the thing about an
interview—itʼs not supposed to be about
my ideas itʼs supposed to be
about your ideas.
Billy > Yeah, but youʼre the one
asking the questions so youʼre supposed to
be more specific with your questions.
Maincoon> Okay. When was the first
time you had gay sex?
Billy > Iʼve never had gay sex.
[In the interests of Truth, it is only fair to
mention here that Billy and I have
had sex at least a dozen times
and that I have understood from at least
3 other men, only one of which
self-identifies as ʻgayʼ, that
they have had sex with him. All
sorts of sex. Also, while taking
sex pix of Billy and his thengirlfriend, I watched him then summon a
visiting male friend of mine to join in sex with
them both.]
Maincoon> Youʼve never had gay sex? Okay.
Are we using one of former President Clintonʼs
definitions? Ha ha.
Billy > Well, if it helps your
interview any, Iʼve never been
fucked in the ass.
Maincoon> A lot of gay men have
never been fucked in the ass.
Billy > Iʼm not gay.
Maincoon> I know that. But thatʼs what
Iʼm saying. If youʼre defining gay men as
people, men, whoʼve taken it up the ass, then
there are a lot of gay men who are
not gay men.
Billy > I know.
Maincoon> Youʼre saying that the identity,
that a gay identity comes from being
fucked in the ass. Am I right? Isnʼt that
what youʼre saying?
Billy > Pretty much.
Maincoon> Okay. But there are a lot of gay
men that never get fucked in the
ass. I mean a lot. A lot of gay men.
Billy > Uh. I donʼt know. Gay people that
kiss and do all this other stuff thatʼs pretty
distasteful.
Maincoon> Yeah, Iʼm not much of a kisser
either. Iʼd as soon skip that stuff. I think it
complicates things. So, the gay playfor-pay—when was the first time you did
something like that?
Billy > Repeat that.
Maincoon> Gay play-for-pay. Damn, thatʼs
hard to say.
Billy > Can you say that five times real fast?
Maincoon> No. But when was the first time
you ever did anything like that?
Billy > Well, the first time was when you
came over to Jesseʼs place and took
pictures of me on my BMX bike.
Maincoon> Dude, that was a
photoshoot with no sex. And with
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no pay.
Billy > And then you told me to call you
about a paid shoot.
Maincoon> Right. I was there, but I
need to hear your recollections.
Billy > Basically there were a few times
after that.
Maincoon> Right, and a year later
you called me about a paid shoot.
Even then it was a few fetish shots with some
jockstraps and leather manacles and it was
two times later before you even whipped
that bad boy out. And, as I recall, you
asked me if I would suck your dick.
Billy > Right. I would go to your house and
you would take pictures of me and, uh, thatʼs
about it.
Maincoon> Yeah. And no one else has ever
done this? No one? Huh.
Billy > There ainʼt many people
conniving like you.
Maincoon> Conniving. What do you mean?
Billy > Twisted maybe.
Maincoon> Why is that twisted?
Billy > Itʼs pretty weird.
Maincoon> Is it?
Billy > Ha ha. Yeah.
Maincoon> Tell me more.
Billy > Basically Iʼm not into the gay
pay-for-pay shindig.
Maincoon> Couldʼve fooled me.
Billy > Itʼs not my thing. My thing is
working, making money. And, Iʼd much rather
have pussy.
Maincoon> I think thatʼs fairly true of
all the boyz Iʼve had it off with—
although, to be fair, you are, by far, the
most passive of the lot.
Billy > But if it wasnʼt for pay I probably
never wouldʼve never done stuff, pictures or
anything.
Maincoon> Oh, is that really
right? Because I havenʼt always paid
you—not for photos and certainly not for
sex. Dude, youʼre a complete layback—at
least with me. However, L. tells me
otherwise and the stuff he said you too
did sure falls within your definition of “gay
sex.”
Billy > Youʼve always paid me
something.
Maincoon> Is that really right? I donʼt
think so.
[At this point he receives and takes a lengthy
phone call] Do you cut your own
hair?
Billy > No.
Maincoon> Who cuts it?
Billy > Whoever.
Maincoon> Iʼve been cutting a lot of hair
lately. Hell, I met a tech school guy on the bus
recently. He walked right up to me and he
asked me if I cut my own hair.
Billy > So, what happened?
Maincoon> I said, ʻyeahʼ, and we ended
up sitting on my side porch and I cut his hair.
He then stepped inside and took off his
pants and asked if he could take a shower.
I said “sure, but most guys ask before they
take off their pants off.” I thought it was a
little bit strange.
Billy > A little bit?
Maincoon> Yeah, a little bit strange.
Billy > Youʼre used to that sort of
thing and so itʼs not so strange.
Maincoon> No, that was strange. I mean
most people wait until after they find
out if they can take a shower before they take
their pants off. Wouldnʼt you ask first before

“Mainecoon: Look, this is an
interview. In an interview you kinda
gotta answer questions”

“When I think of Europe,
I think of a different country”

you took off your clothes? Even if you were
there to, say, cut the lawn?
Billy > Yeah.
Maincoon> Heʼs been to my house
three times. He must like what goes
on there. And, I might add, he gets really
turned on by the whole photo
shoot aspect. He even offered to pay
me for printing up two jack-off pix.
His idea, I swear. He saw a copy of a Mark
Beard print in my bathroom and that opened
up a whole line of communication. Need I
say it—the sex was great. [But I
will tell you that I asked for i.d. because he
looked mighty young. He turns out to be 19]
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MpZ Bulletin Board
Ur lEtteRs WelComed

WANTED:Butts & Gossip

mpz@eurofaerie.de
CONTACTS POINTS:
Eurofæries Netherlands
Contact: Habibi Ding
j.ferguson@chello.nl
(English/Dutch)
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
Eurofæries France
efthimios@aol.com (in
English
or French)
EFc/o Kalos, 7rue Payenne
Paris 75003 France
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
Eurofæries Berlin
ButchBuddha (German or
English)
howaberlin@hotmail.com
RheingoldFæries
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
Eurofæries BalticCircle
viking_diva@hotmail.com
http://groups.msn.com/
EuroFaeries
c/o Viking Diva
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin
Estonia
Irish Radical Facries
An Sidheog
71 Ballyculter Road
Loughkeelan,
Downnpatrick
County Down BT30 7BD,
Northern Ireland
Færies@dissid.net
www.beyond-thepale.
co.uk/egregious3.htm
Edward Carpenter
Community / BM ECC
London WC1N 3XX
United Kingdom (UK)
www.edwardcarpenter
community.org.uk
info@edwardcarpentercomm
unity.org.uk
Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703-215121
LotusFæries (Bangkok/Asia)
Habibi Has become “MeiMei” and wel -

(Photographs of “BILLY” by Mainecoon from ButtPage Interview)
comes Færie energie &
visitors in Thailand. Come to
the Tropical Paradise
gathering in Feb2004
contact: jf_in_
bkk@yahoo.com
Australian Færy Sanctuary
Heading downunder? we’d
love to welcome you to our
NEW Sanctuary- 130acres
of beautiful bushland in NE
NSWcontact
us for details - Love & Light
færie air kisses
Australian Radical Færies
PO Box 495 Nimbin 2480
NSW 02 66897070 -87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville
NSW 2474
ozFæries@yahoo.com
Quarterly newsletter “Fae
Raves” Subs,
Donations, Membership,
Support see
www. geocities.com/ozfæries
for details
Færie Sanctuaries (USA)

Short Mountain Sanctuary
247 Sanctuary Lane
Liberty,Tennessee (TN)
37095 USA
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397
Messages only
Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531
Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at
Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR)
97497 USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL:
nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico
(NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002

Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 606607282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL:
chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts
Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL)
33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for
Gawen, the Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical
Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY)
11215 USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/
radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area
Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL:
socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington
(WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for
the Seattle
area.
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Færiesanctuary

SUBSCRIBE

in the middle the
‘Vosges’ National
Park FRANCE,
its own creek,
sources, meadows & a gorgeous
mixed forest &
farm

BIG PHAT & UNCUT
SINCE 1974
Name________________________________

www.folleterre.org

Street________________________________

Time to HELP Færie consciousness take
deeper root in Europe!

City__________State______Zip_____________
E-Mail________________________________
Is this a Renewal?___YES ___NO Begin with Issue#___
Regular Subscription(2ndClass)
Two-year subscription (bargain rate)
FirstClass (USA,Canada & Mexico)
Foreign Surface (Outside USA)
Airmail Europe
Airmail Asia & Australia
PWA & Prisoner rate
Library Subscription Service

$25-$75
$45
$37-$75
$30-$75
$47-$75
$55-$75
$10
$30

Your subscription keeps RFD alive! If you can afford to
send more than the regular $25 please consider doing so. If you are
a working couple, may we suggest a $50 rate for one year. Perhaps a
collective household could renew at $75?
SUBSCRIBE by mail or online at www.rfdmag.org

Færies living within the European Union
may make direct transfers.
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots
70270 Ternuay France, “IBAN”= FR7
6102 7807 8610 0020 0762 0160 &
“BIC”(Swift code)=CMCIFR2A
USA citizens can get a tax deduction by
writing a check made payable to:
ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Wolf Creek,
OR 97497 Mention*: “Donation FolleTerre” in the memo-line & it will be tax
deductable for you & be forwarded to
FolleTerre

Gift Subscriptions are available. We will send a greeting card
with your personal message
P.O.Box 68, Liberty, TN 37095
(615)536-5176 www.rfdmag.org
MpZ
ʻErika Badu business womanʼ has recently sent our Berlin archivist
the digital files of the Eurofærie newsletters from her new quarters in Los Angeles. These fabulous past issues of the Eurofærie
Newsletters (EF & MpZ 1997-2005) are a MUST HAVE for
all Gay-Queer-Færie Libraries. We would like to offer these to you on CD in PDF digital format (These MpZs and
previously Print-only Early Newsletters are NOT available online).
Keep them digital or print them out. A CD will be made available
to you as a thank you gift for your pledge cash-transfer
(PLUS 5Euros to cover postage & handling) for the FolleTerre
Sanctuary. See www.folleterre.org for details on this
EF/MpZ Newsletter CD-Archive offer. Contact us
NOW. MpZ@eurofaerie.de (please write: Subject=”MpZ FolleTerre
CD-Archive Offer”) We can also send a CD as a gift in your name
to your local Gay-Queer-Fæ Archive. We are still working out the
logistics and this offer will only be available for a limited time.
(A brief history of the MpZ can be read in the current RFD Nr.123)
Your editoresssss- Cocopierre.
Note FREE current Online MpZs must be requested on the “Let-meKnow” LIST.
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Eurofæries

Mainecoon
photographs & interviews

Billy (in foto)
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As reported at the FOLLETERRE weekend the British Færies have found a magical castle in
northern england that is available for hire for the week of December 20-27th, 2005. So
we could get together for a festive yule in the country, with a big open fire, atmospheric
surroundings in beautiful countryside and mysterious corners to explore...
Alternatively the castle could be booked for the week 3-10 january or perhaps for an Imbolc
gathering (end jan-early feb). Imbolc is the pagan feast of the Goddess Brigit and is the time
to prepare inwardly for the year ahead and plant ideas, also time for healing and to remember
what has gone before.
we would like to know if people are interested in a faery gathering during one of those weeks.
If there is interest we will go ahead and organise! Please can we have a cyber show of hands
or
mail direct to lovestar lovestar@queerlovecall.net or tinkerbell rbj@freeuk.com
Featherstone castle is in Cumbria, nw england. it can be reached by flying to Newcastle airport
then catching the train to Haltwhistle. The cost is likely to be in the range of £20-£30 per day,
including meals, which we would be preparing ourselves. Like Terschelling we would also have
to do our own cleaning up!
Oh yes the castle has a reputation for ghosts.... check out:
http://www.borderreivers.co.uk/Border%20Castles/S%20featherstone_castle1.htm
for a grisly ghost story.

•••••LAST MINUTE•••••
Winter Gathering 2005/06 in UK?contact: lovestar@queerlovecall.net
PLUS: Two(2) Late-October2005 Gatherettes:
•Persephone Ritual in PARIS contact: Efthimios@aol.com
•LUMBERjackGathering at FolleTerre contact: go-ahau@t-online.de
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